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ABSTRACT 

The low energy antiproton ring LEAR started to work, at CERN in 1983. 
It provides clean p beams of much higher intensity and much better quality 
than available so far in the range from 0.1 to Z GeV/c momentum. 16 of 
the 17 accepted experiments are installed and 14 of them took first data 
in 1983. After = 240 hours of LEAR operation very first results are 
available. One can expect that exciting physics results be produced in 
many different domains provided LEAR gets enough p in the future. 

1. IMTRODUCTIOH 

LEAK 1^ is the low. energy end of the GERN antiproton (p) complex whose 
center is a p factory*-' consisting of the 26 GeV proton synchrotron (PS) 
and the antiproton accumulator (AA), During 1983 LEAR provided for =240 
hours p beams at 300 and! 600 MeV/c for physics experiments. Of course 16 
newly installed experiments cannot all produce physics results in such a 
short running time. Therefore this report is mainly a previewt Never
theless there are first results and indications how things may go in some 
experiments. 

The present experimental program is well balanced and covers a wide 
range of physics. In order not to be lost in details it is worthwhile to 
ask: What is the most interesting aspect at the beginning of p LEAR 
physics ? It could be the chance to gain understanding of quark gluon 
dynamics in the low energy non-perturhatlve region and to develop on this 
basis a more microscopic description of low energy hadron interactions and 
hadron structure. 

Hadrons are believed to be made from colored quarks (c-triplet) which 
interact by exchange of colored gluons (c-octet). Nature seems to 
restrict observable hadrens to overall e-singleta, which means that free 
colored quarks and gluons do not reach our detectors. This "explains" 
confinement and justifies the concept of bag models. The simplest c-
singlets are three quark (qqq) fermions, the baryons and quark antiquark 
(qq) bosons, the mesons. In the one boson exchange (03E) models the color 
singlet baryons (B) and mesons (M) are taken as basic entities. In HB 
(and MB) interactions where the (3q) c-singlet baryon bags always come out 
again it has been shown that the simplifying assumption of c-singlet one 
boson exchange allows for a very successful parametrization of 
experimental data. 

In the case of BB interaction where the unique process of hadronic 
annihilation comes Into the game 0BE models have problems. (A medium 
range absorptive potential has to be put in "by hand"). Here the original 
B (3<j) and B (3q) c—Binglets can he dissolved. Valence quark pairs can be 
annihilated and created at minimal baryon energy in infrared slavery. The 
quarks and antiquarks can finally appear reshuffled, but now in (qq) 
c-singlet mesons alone. All this occurs inside overlap regions of bags 
involving colored quarks and gluons rather than asymptotic c-slnglet 
mesons or baryons* 
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Fig. 1 indicates how, foc example, annihilation Into two and three 
mesons could proceed. Only the extrema cases of re-arrangement and qq 
annihilation-recreation are shown. Theoretically BB interaction appears 
as a very complex many body problem. Experimentally BB interactions at low 
energy are characterized by a correspondingly rich system of many 
different annihilation and reaction channels. It is a challenge for 
experimentalists at LEAR to do so many and so specific experiments that 
one finally can piece together sufficient information for a better 
understanding of the basic quark gluon dynamics. 

An open question is to what extent one may Isolate experimentally the 
effects of individual quark lines in diagrams like in Fig. 1. One 
alternative is for example to study the creation of a single qq pair (such 
as on the right side of Fig. lb) under clean conditions by selecting a 
strange antistrange quark pair. 

2. THE LEAR FACILITY 

LEAR 1^ is a small storage and stretcher synchrotron installed in the 
old PS South Hall (Fig. 2 ) . It is a strongly focusing synchrotron with 
four laminated dipoles and a separate focusing structure with quadrupole 
doublets on either side of the dipoles. Some parameters ate shown in 
Table 1. LEAR gets antiprotons from the CERN "antiproton factory" 1'. 
High density p batches, free of any contamination, are peeled off from the 
AA stack. They are injected into the PS, decelerated in the PS down to 
fixed momentum of 0.6 GeV/c, and then injected into LEAR- The batches can 
contain up to = 4.10 9 p and they are transferred once every ^ 75 minutes. 
This is compatible with the accumulation in the AA and corresponds t D an 
average p flux with = 100% duty cycle of « 1 0 6 p/s. A new scheme of 
ultras low "stochastic" extraction ' (normal resonance extraction with 
feeding via diffusion) has been developed for that purpoße in LEAK. It 
provides the necessary spill out time of 1 hour. The p momentum can be 
tuned in LEAR (Finally from 100 MeV/c to 2000 MeV/c). Stochastic 
cooling 'is used and provides very good beam quality. 

Table 1: Some LEAR parameters 

Momentum range: 0.1-2 GeV/c 
Circumference: 78.54 m 
Free length of long straight 
sections between quadrupoles: 8 m 
Approximate working point: Q H»2.3; Q v=2.7; v g —(14.5) 2 

Maximum acceptances 
(in itmm.mrad) : E ü=240; E v=48; Ap/p="±l. I X 

The stochastic extraction system feeds an external beam which is 
split into three simultaneously working branches The beam performance 
is : Emlttance £JJ and Ey (better than) ~ 3 to 5 ranm mrad and Ap/p (better 
than) = 1.3«10~ 3. (It Is worthwhile to recall that in the "pre-LEAR time" 
normal secondary beams e.g. at 400 MeV/c had only = 10~ of the Intensity 
of LEAR, had a duty cycle of only = 0.1, had = 100 times more pions than 
p* s, a momentum spread of Ap/p = ±1% and emit tance s of about 100 TÏULIIL 
mrad). The extracted p intensity can be distributed freely on the 3 split 
branches. Each branch can be switched by a dipole into two experimental 
areas (Fig. 3)* 
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3. A SHORT LOOK AT THE FIRST GENERATION OF EXPERIMENTS 

The 17 approved experiments'^ are listed in Table 2. The majority of 
them (10) are addressed to studies in the pu system. Six others are 
related to p nucleus interactions. In one experiment (PS18 U) which is not 
yctginstalled the masses of p and p will be compared to an accuracy of 
10" (CFT test) using a magnetic spectrometer with RF modulation. 

At low LEAR energies short degrades with negligible hadronic losses 
can be used to slow down p and to stop them effectively with small energy 
straggling in thin targets. This is an obvious advantage for the p stop 
experiments (9 in total). 

Eight experiments will do studies with transmission targets. Here 
the high beam quality ensures good angular resolution, the small moment uni 
spread gives good energy resolution and the hi¿h p flux allows foi 
statistical precision even with the thin targets which one needs if one 
wants to avoid energy smearing. 

Table 2: LEAR - List of experiments 

Exp. Title CERN Do.-. 

pel 70 Precision ociieurunonts of the proton electromagnetic lota facto 
like region and vector neson spectroscopy 

re in the ti=e- FSrc/BO-W aiil|.iaz 
::-a„li) 

PS171 A study of pp Interactions at rest Ln a H2 gas target at LEAR P5CC/8Û-1LH Rluaat 
PSL72 PP total c oss-EQctions and spin effects in pp'K'+*~>"+"~>pp 8bo t>i 200 HeV/C PSCC/eü-76 

PS 17 3 MeaSure=en of pp cross-sections at low p oonenta PSCC/B0-Ö5 

ps:7- Precis Lor. uĉ eji of X-rays fro3 pp (pd) atons using the Initial LErtR Lean PSCC/8U-Ö1 

PS17 5 
-it very loi. 

of the antiprotonlc Lycan and Balcer X-rays of pli a 
target pressures 

d pJ atois PbCc/B'j-ya 
IKÙchJ 

PS176 Study i>r X-ray und Y-ray spectra froa ant1protonic ateas at the 
pKirdcccd antiproton beao of LEAR 

s'.-Iy PSCC/S0-IU3 Put il 
tTauKlier) 

ynu * 

PS 178 

A search f 

Study ai an 

r boavj, hypcmuelci at LEAR 

tlneutron production at LEAH 

PSCC/BÜ-TS 

pscc/ao-91 CJollPllSSDtO 
Voei 

PS 179 Study of tl 
oui: let lib In 

L- interaction of lou-cricrey p and Í with H, 2H, he, Nie,Ho and ''"Ar 
B a streamer chamber In a uagnetie field 

PSCC/80-7B Ursino 

PS 182 IiWesUijiiU hluTi résolu ons on biicyoniura and other rare pp annihilation mude usina PSCC/80-U2 

FS183 

PS 184 
Searcii for 

Study of p-

bound SN states using a precision y & charged pton s 

nucleus Interaction with a high resolution magnetic H pectrometer 

F33C/ao-93 

P5CC/«0-HiO 

5 <ul ill 
(Arrastrony) 
Garruta 

PS1H5 
PS186 

Study ot tl 

Nuclear exc 

rea lio Id producción of ïï pairs ln pp interactions at 

ltatlons by antiprotons and antiprotonlc atoms 

LEAH PSCC/Cl-bS 

PSCC/B0-S3 

Milan 
(Johansson) 
von E B U y 

PS 187 A good stat istlcs study of antiproton Interactions vich nuclei PSCC/B1-51 DlGiacoBO 

PS 189 lliiih precis 
Application 

ion mass ne a su remanes «Ith a radio frequency masa spectrometer _ 
to the measurement of the pp man s difference 

PSSC/81-B4 Thibault 
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3.I p atop experiments with hydrogen targets 

The negatively charged p are captured in atomic orbits of "protonium" 
where they cascade down emitting an X-ray spectrum with a hydrogen like 
pattern but with =10 3 times higher photon energy. From distortions in the 
X-ray spectrum (especially in the Lyman and Balmer Beries where 
annihilation effects become important) parameters of low energy pp 
interaction will be extracted. 

proton!um has no atomic electrons and it is so small that it can 
reach the high electric field of neighbouring target protons. With 
increasing target density the Stark effect will therefore mix more and 
more S-wave strength into the atomic states which provokes fast 
annihilation from high n states owing to the increased hadronic overlap. 
Lyman transitions are therefore not observable with dense LH2 targets. But 
variable target density is a tool to "select" experimt;ui.ally S or P wave 
annihilation. 

Three experiments (PS171, 174, L75, see Table 2) are s tudying 
protonium. In PS174 the stop target density is variable from normal 
pressure gas to liqcid hydrogeu and high resolution Si(Li) detectors are 
used. In PS175 p are degraded and stopped in low density hydrogen 
(400 mbar done, 15 tnbar planned). The novel trick is to spiral p into the 
center of a focusing cyclotron field where they come to rest. High 
resolution semiconductor detectors are used here s well. There are first 
indications that Lyman transitions (K-X rays) in pp atoms have been seen 
in PS175 . In experiment PS171 (Asterix; the X-ray detector is a 
cylindrical drift chamber immediately surrounding a gaseous itop target. 
The resolution is moderate but =90î£ of the solid angle Is covered. PS171 
has two primary goals. The first is to disentangle the dependence ot 
annihilation reactions on the quantum numbers of the pp system (S or V 
states etc.), These quantum numbers will be determined from the 
coincident X-ray transitions. The second is to identify multibody 
annihilation events with a large acceptance magnetic solenoid 
spectrometer (DM1 from Orsay). A search for resonances, glueballs or 
narrow baryonium states below threshold can be done this way. 

There are two experiments (PS182, 183) which hunt for narrow bound 
states X, emphasising high resolution. PS182 looks at pp •*• T I * - TX° and also 
pp •* yX." • The TC° spectrum will be determined by reconstructing the n° •*• yy 
kinematics with a pair of BOO spectrometers and also by looking at 
coincidence between one BGO detector and a lead glas array. PS183 
searches for monoenergetic y and Tt±. The y spectroscopy is done after a 
y -*• e + e ~ conversion target. A large dipole magnet, filled with wire 
chambers La used as spectrometer (Fig. 4). Inclusive lit spectra measured 
in experiment PS183 show monochromatic pion lines (Fig. 5). While two 
lines In the t& spertra at 236 and 205 MeV/c can be explained ty decays of 
stopped KT1* (K + + p^v and •+ i&n") a line at 200 MeV/c which appears in 
both the TU*" and it~ spectrum la an indication for the existence of a narrow 
bound state baptized C~ below threshold at a mass of 1620 MeV . 

Baryonium^ yes or no. That was one of the first controversies which 
stimulated the demand for a machine like LEAR. The results of PS 183 
supports evidence for bound narrow states. Are these elusive objects BL 
systems of nuclear physics type bound by OBE forces and stabilized by high 
angular momentum ? Or are they a manifestation of quark chemistry: color 
singlets with new substructures like for instance color triplet or color 
sextet diquark-antiiiiquark? 
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In experiment PS170 the rare annihilation channel pp •*• e^e" will be 
measured. This reaction has Its highest branching ratio at rest of only 
=3.L0~ . The necessary very good background rejection against hadroa 
pairs is obtained with a magnetic dipole spectrometer combined with gas 
Cerenkov and shower counters. The electromagnetic form factor of the 
proton in the timelike region can be determined from pp + e +e~. 

3.2 p experiments in flight with hydrogen targets 

In PS170, e + e ~ production will also be studied in p interactions in 
flight. For the first time angular distributions can be obtained and one 
will ge*: separately the electric and magnetic form factor Gg and in the 
timelike region. The spectrum of vector mesons also and especially in the 
unphysical region (fig. 6) is strongly related to these conn factors. 

There are two experiments (PS172, 173) which look for resonances by 
measuring pp excitation functions down into the unknown region below 
300 MeV/c momentum. So far p energy variation was done with dégradera of 
variable thickness. This of course reduced the beam intensity drastically 
and limited the statistical precision. PS173 measures differential 
elastic and charge exchange (CEX) cross-sectione with wire chambers and an 
n calorimeter array. A large spherical leadglass scintillator array also 
measures neutral and charged annihilation. PS172 first made a precision 
scan of O'totaj and a

p p - » . n e u t r a i i n a n absorption measurement and no indica
tion of a narrow resonance was found between 600 MeV/c and 3Ô0 MeV/c ^. 
Next da/d£2 and P(9) will be scanned in the charged two body channels 
PP*PP» pp+rc**" and pp+K +K~ with a polarized target. Narrow and also 
broad resonances may be disentangled with these data. The polarization 
of scattered protons (and possibly also p) is determined by a Polarimeter 
with carbon scatterer. 

LEAR covers some interés ting thresholds (Table 3 ). The CEX threshold 
is at =100 MeV/c (=5 MeV). Experiment PS178 studies the 0° production of 
ñ through pp * Hn and the possibility of using 5 from this reaction for 
experiments. Above 1.43 GeV/c are the thresholds for strangeness 1 
byperon-antlhyperon paire pp •* ïï. Experiment FS1Ö5 which investigates 
these reactions will be discussed in more detail in Section 4. 

3.3 p stop experiments with nuclear targets 

In experiments PS176 and ÏS186 antiprotonic atoms are studied. 
Measured X-ray yields, line shifts and widths tell something about pA 
hadronic interaction and also about p mass and magnetic moment. Nuclear 
y ray measurements permit one to identify nuclear fragments after 
annihilation. The atomic quantum numbers before annihilation can be 
deduced from v - y coincidences. The clean p beam allows for very low 
background* Fig. 7 shows as an example the high quality of antiprotonic 
X-ray spectra reached at LEAR. 

PS177 is the smallest experiment at LEAR with the aim ta measure the 
lifetime of a A particle in a heavy hyper-nucleus • This may give the "six 
quark in a hag" probability in a nucleus or could show whether the weak 
interaction is influenced by the extremely high electromagnetic field 
Inside a heavy nucleus, p will be stopped on a very thin (3Qug/cm 2) U or 
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Fu target. Annihilation on the nuclear surface produces KK+X in -11 of 
ail cases. The R mo men tuco distribution la optimally suited tec recoillees 
N(K,ic)A strangeness exchange an nucleoas i a the same nucleus. Produced A 
can be bound and reach the hypernuclear ground state* During its lifetime 
the hypernucl'ius «til leave the target foil (compare t A = 2.6*10~ 1 0sj and 
go into the vacuum with the Fermi recoil of the originally annihilated 
nucleón* The target will be choosen such that the weak decay of A leads 
to fission- Fission products can be measured free from any background in 
low pressure gas counters* The distance of the fission point from the 
target plane gives a measure for (he hypernuclear lifetime. For that the 
well known "recoil distance method"*^ will be applied. 

Table 3: Combinations of < 4 Stable Particles which cen be formed with 
Antiproton (S Proton) Beams from LEAR on a Proton Target. 

Particle combinations uich Threshold mass Beam momentum with 
p bean p beam /i f i x e d p t a r g e t 

(MeV/c*) (HeV/c) 
PP PP 1876.559 0 

- 1879.146 98.706 
_ 1974.676 646.353 
- 1982.678 676.110 

- 1990.680 704.729 

P>° 2011.522 776.492 
Hnn° - 2014.109 785.16B 

- du* 2315.20 788.814 
pnir*. pñir p m i + 2017.420 796.207 

ppfr°Tr* pptrV 2146.454 2191.968 
- 2149.071 • 1199.495 

- dn+Tic 2150.162 1202.664 
pnn + Tr 0

1 pñTi~nB p m r + i 0 Z152.382 1209.1U 
ppIT+TT" ppTî+ir~ 2155.693 1218.722 
ñntr+ir nnir*it* 2158.280 1226.219 

ÄA - 2231,20 143S.070 
ÄE\ Al" - 2306.06 1652.736 
ÂAn° _ 2366.163 1B17.301 

- 2378.720 1852.962 
- 2381.-9 20 1870.586 

XTÏT 2394.68 1S98.356 

3.4 p experiments in flight with nuclear targets 

There are three experiments In this field (PS179, 184 and ltt7) which 
took data at 300 and 600 MeV/c. Here p annihilation deposits a small 
momentum but -2 GeV &£ energy in a nucleus. la central col lie ions this 
energy deposit could give localized "hot spots * with characteristic decay 
properties. One expects that many nucléons and nuclear fragments are 
emitted, while for peripheral pA annihilation preferentially lower 
multiplicity mesonic reactions are expected. 
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In PS187 these differences have been seen^^. This experiment uses a 
dipole magnet spectrometer with large acceptance which permits high 
statiseical precision and capability to measure events wi th large 
multiplicity- High energy deposit in an active target was used as another 
good signature for central collisions. It was speculated that p might 
occupy narrow single particle-hole stetes in nuclei which could be rhe 
best seen in a recoilless forward knock on (p-*p) reaction. No such 
effects are detected in the forward proton spectrum in PS187^J. 

In PS 179 a self shunted streamer chamber in a magnetic field is used 
with large acceptance and moderate momentum resolution. Fillings with H 2> 
D 2 , 3He, ^He, ^°Ne, 1 + 0Ar are foreseen. The experiment with ^He filling 
could tell whether D and hie have been produced at the very beginning of 
the universe from p 4 H e inte rae tions. Several thousand high quality 
photos with ''He and Neon filling have been taken. 

PS1ÍJ4 uses a high resolution magnetic spectrometer (SPSS II from 
Saclay). Emphasis lies on measurements of elastic and inelastic angular 
distributions and also on (pp) knock-on reactions. This group has already 
published data on elastic and inelastic p scattering at 300 HeV/c on i 2 C . 
Fig. 8 which is taken from the first LEAK, publication 1 3' shows that p 1 2 C 
scattering has a pronounced dip in the angular distribution characteristic 
for a very strong imaginary potential. 

4. STUDi OF pp ->- ÄA 

The more detailed discussion of PSL85 wh^.ch so far has only had 
parasitic test runs should he taken as an arbitrarily chosen example 
indicating the richness of physics in the LEAR experiments. The 
experimental set-up is sketched in Fig. 9. The p beam passes through a 
timing-counter SI and a 2.5 mm polyethylene target T. The target length 
and the beam diameter (=lmm) define the production vertex. Veto 
scintillators around the target identify beam p, and prompt charged p 
interactions in the target* As signature for Ä"A, the appearance of 
delayed charged decays is used. Four hadronic decay combinations occur 
within typically 3 to 12 cm after the target. 

!
PpTt+it~ four charged (4L.2X) 

pnn + i i 0,npn° n~ two charged (23% each) 
nnit0-";0 no charged (12.8&) 

The threshold klnematicB permits small but fully efficient detectors 
since even the combined kinematics of the production pp •*• 3ÎA and of the 
decay A + pit confine the decay (anti)baryons into a rather small forward 
cone (£42° half aperture for a 2 CeV/C p beam). The trigger for the 
delayed charged decays is obtained by requiring a hit in a forward 
scintillator hodoscope H =30 cm downstream of the target. 

The klneinatlcal details (decay vertices, decay planes) of an accepted 
event will be reconstructed from hits recorded ln a stack of 23 planes of 
MWPCs and drift chambers. Which vertex belongs to A or A will be 
determined by the "baryon number identifier"(Fig. 9 ) . Three drift chamber 
planes are used here in a solenoid type magnet* Left or right bending 
tells about the charge and therefore the particle type of the decay 
products • The decay products of ? and ï come from the field-free chamber 
stack and pass trough the aluminium coil of -1 cm thickness. This "low 
mass" solution keeps Che main background from n annihilations low. 
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From the measured it and A production and decay vertices one can 
extract total and differential cross-sections. Since in the weak decay 
A -*• pi: the proton goes preferentially in the direction of the A polariz
ation vector, one can extract from the recorded decay tracks the A 
(similarly Ä") polarizations and (for the 41% of decay combinations with 
four charged particles) even the lA spin correlations. The sensitivity 
for fully reconstructable "4 track" events will be with 1 0 6 p/s = 45U 
events per day and ubatn. 

4.1 Quantum numbers of strange quark pair creation 

The spin S and Isospin 1 of a light diquark in the baryon 56-plet are 
related by a symmetry condition: a diquark (qq) has S = 0 (1) if I B 0 (1) 
For the isospin zero A with its single strange quark, s of iaospin zero 
(Fig. 10) this implies that the light (ud) diquark has isospin zero and 
therefore spin zero (similarly for 7L. Note that for 2 the diquark has 
S=I=1). As a consequence the measurable Ä and A polarization vectors and 
spin correlations (singlet or triplet) are related to the ss loop. We get 
detailed information on the polarization behaviour of ss quark pair 
creation! 

So far in pp S A all e x p e r i m e n t s indicate large negative 
polarization for | f | > 0.25 ( G e W c ) 2 for Ä and A 1 4 ) . If it is the ss 
quark loop which defines the polarization (Fig. 10) then we would predict 
strong negative A polarisation in all reactions where an ss pair is 
created. Experiments support this assumption even in high-energy proton-
induced inclusive A production where the same quark loop occurs. A model 
for ss pair creation via string dissociation in a ^P 0 state explains this 
effect 1 5'. 

There are experimental indication that 5ÎA yairs are only produced in 
triplet states ' which means (if ud and ud diquarks are perfect spin zero 
spectators) that the sg quark pairs are only made in triplet states. 

Approaching threshold, the JÏA system is in an S-wave or P-wave at 
most. This can be determined from the shape of the differential cross-
section and also froo the energy dependence of o*^ (Fig. 11). The three 
valence quarks In Ä and A are in a pure state of orbital angular momentum 
3 e r o with the light diquark in a spin zero state. A relative S-wave or 
P-wave between Ä and A therefore implies a relative S~wave or P-wave, 
respectively) for the ss quark pairl What can we learn about the quantuu 
numbers of ss pair creation ? If the quark pair is created with giuon 
quantum number 1", we have to find S-wave 7lA production and 7LJV triplet 
spin correlation. On the other hand,, quark pair creation in vacuum 
quantum numbers 0 + implies that the ÍA system appears in the P-wave (in 
order to get positive parity) and again in a triplet state. 

4.2 Final state interaction 

Close to thresholds the newly produced particles appear with vanishing 
relative energy. Ln che laboratory syceem they go into a forward cone with 
very small aperture* For a long time they stay close *o each other, so that 
there will be strong final-state interaction (f.s.l). If this f-s.i. can be 
sorted out then we can get information about low-energy interactions of 
interesting particle combinations which are not available so f a e * ^ 
(Table 3 ) . The detector shown in Fig. 9 is perfectly suited for such 
studies of forward confined multlpartide events. 
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The f.s,i. in the case of pp •*• 3ÍA will be predominantly annihilation. 
This should be a pronounced effect if the annihilation is of longer raoge 
than the production process. For XA production, in an OBE picture, strange 
mesons with at least kaon mass have to be exchanged, while annihilation 
might start at longer distance with pion exchange. The ratio of volumes 
that are characteristic for production and annihilation may then be aB small 
as ( m ^ / m ^ ) 3 = 1/50. (Note that in the case of pp + En this ratio may be of 
the order of one owing to pion exchange in ïïn production). 

In JA the expected strong annihilation effects in f.s.i. are likely to 
give a measured cross-section a e x , > which is reduced by a fraction d with 
respect to the p h a s e - s p a c e b e h a v i o u r a$s close co threshold : 

0
e X P = o p s ( l - d ) . In Fig. 11 the hatched area indicates where this deviation 

may be measured. In the simplest picture the depression d should be 
proportional (or at most equal) to the inelastic AA interaction probability 

d £ < f finel)/<°Inel + 0 el) 

Thus the energy dependence of f.s.i. effects gives information on the 
inelastic SA cross-section. Also the Imaginary part of the ÎA. scattering 
length could be extracted. Strong ÎA f.s.i. will create particularly strong 
cusp effects in channels with KK meson pairs if quark rearrangement is 
important in annihilation. 

4.3 Resonances 

With tunable p beams from LEAR one can easily look for narrow effects 
In the direct channel in ÏA production. If there are narrow baryoaium 
states in pp, then by analogy narrow baryonia could also appear in ÂA. They 
could show up as spikes In the pp •*• Ä7L cross section if th*y are above 2 m A 

mass and as spikes in typical ÄA annihilation channels e.g. Fx. If they are 
below 2m^. 

Recently a narrow resonance £ with a mass of 2220115 MeV has been 
discovered With Mark III at SPEAR in radiative charmonium decays 
J/Y -* 7 + £ '. A peculiarity of E. is its large decay branching ratio into 
K*"K~ and KgXg. The abundance of strange mesons in £ decays has been taken 
as indication that £ might be a glue ball or a Higgs boson. It supports as 
well two other speculations : It could be a AA baryonium or a cusp effect as 
described above. The ÄA. threshold is at 2231.2 MeV just within the mass 
range reported for the E,. It is interesting to note that the detector of 
experiment PS185 is very well suited to measure pp + £ + K s K s * û a e c a n fiet 

angular distributions for K f i and determine width ana mass of S with 
0.5 MeV precision. 

4.4 Scattering of polarized A" and A 

At high p momenta at LEAR (2 GeV/c) A* and A are produced with momenta 
between 376 and 1624 MeV/c. The cross-section for ÄA production is about 
100 ub. Already with a thin target this gives 6.101* ÄA paira per day (with 
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10 6 p/s) which decay into A charged decay particles* These events are full 
analysable even if A or 2 undergo a secondary scattering. 

A secondary scatterer can he Installed close to the "production" target 
and one can use I and A mutually as tag for A and A" scattering experiments. 
Energies, directions and polarizations before and after scattering can be 
determined both if A or TL are scattered. We can then study e.g. with a 
secondary polyethylene target the elastic scattering of polarized A and A" on 
protons and carbon. For 10" 3 Interaction length of the scatterer +one gets 
~ 50(Atp+A+p) scattering events per day. similarly it works for S~ and 

Both the elementary and nuclear spin-orbit interaction can be 
determined by including the detection of the left-right asymmetry. In view 
of currently discussed models with different predictions of the spin-orbit 
interaction of hyperons in hyperauclei, particularly for the Z case an 
Improvement of the experimental value would be Important. 

For the understanding of the dynamics it is also of great value to be 
able to study the three channels related by crossing: 

pp + AA, Ap -* Ap, Ap + Ap 
pp + EE, Xp + ïp t 2p + Lp 

4.5 CP violation 

CP violation effects In the partial hadronic decay ratio of Y and Y 
may occur. They are probably very small '. But an observation of CP 
violation in this field would be of extreme interese since it could allow 
to distinguish between different models for quark mixing In weak 
interaction. The experiment PS185 seems to be a necessary first step and 
already a good approach to check if such effects exist. A difference in 
the rates for {patten0 j and {np«*ii**} would be the signal for CP violation. 
The normalized difference 

{pnit+it0} - {HpTt̂ Tt"} 
A = — 

ípnit+n*} + {ñpTt°7í } 
can be determined to = 10" 3 statistical precision within 5 to 10 days with 
10* p/s. The problem will be to get control of systematic errors. They 
occur mainly (besides "wrong" triggers) awing to asymmetries in the 
behaviour of A" and A and their decay products. One can control the 
knowledge of systematic errors by performing the experiment at different p 
beam momenta. With some modifications a similar check of CP violation can 
be done for pp + £*T+. 

Another good test for CP violation effects should be a comparison of 
the decay asymmetries 3 and a for A* and A. Here a + a = 0 has to be 
checked and one can reach a statistical precision of_ -5.10 - 3 within 5 to 
10 days with 1 0 6 p/s in experiment PS185. (If a + a * 0 this would 
simulate an apparent difference in X and A polarization). 
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5. CONCLUSION 

It is not possible in a short paper to present all physics ideas 
around LEAR. Many other exciting subjects have been presented already at 
the Erice Workshop two years ago and earlier, for example ideas around the 
strong and weak CP violation effects in RK channels 1 9^* Despite the fact 
that LEAR will improve the experimental situation in the low energy range 
very substantially one has to face the fact that it is difficult to supply 
enough p beam time and p flux for these many interesting experiments* 
Therefore It is worthwhile to proceed with technical developments like 
A C O L 2 0 ^ which increase the p flux, and with developments which allow to 
économise antiprotons. 

Electron cooling for LEAR is under construction. It will further 
improve the efficiency af low energy scattering and stop experiments. 
Perfect cooling is needed for all projects which aim at further 
deceleration. Postdeceleration might be done with a radiofrequency 
quadrupole (RFQ) or with another small storage synchrotron (ELENA 
projec t ) . The "p eco no my " in high resolution transmission target 
experiments at LEAR can be improved to 1Q0ÎS efficient use once Internal 
targets are operational. pp mini-c-)llider operation and p~H~ corotating 
beams may increase the efficiency -n high resolution pp Interaction 
studies at high energy and threshold espectively. 
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Fip. 3 : General layout of the LEAR with magnet lattioe and i n s t a l l a t i o n s . The signal linea 
for the stoohaatio sooting ays tema are aleo ehem. 
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Fia. 10: Quark lina diagram for tke reaction pp * and sama cther 
reactions which also have a sa quark pair areaHan. 
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